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Fisheries Biology, Assessment & 
Management 

Lecture 3

Is Sustainable Is Sustainable 
Management Possible ?Management Possible ?

(and if so, how ?)(and if so, how ?)

Overview
What is the state of the stock ?What is the state of the stock ?

•• VPA/Cohort AnalysisVPA/Cohort Analysis

How could/should it be exploited ?How could/should it be exploited ?
•• YPR/SBPR Analysis YPR/SBPR Analysis 

Might it collapse ??Might it collapse ??
•• StockStock--Recruitment AnalysisRecruitment Analysis

Overall synthesisOverall synthesis
•• Combined Yield AnalysisCombined Yield Analysis

Compare actual with possible Compare actual with possible 
AdviseAdvise on management measures neededon management measures needed
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This Lecture

What management is possible ?What management is possible ?
How can it be How can it be implementedimplemented ??
–– Catch Forecasts for TACCatch Forecasts for TAC’’ss

•• (Total Allowable Catches)(Total Allowable Catches)

–– Effort RegulationEffort Regulation
–– Other possibilitiesOther possibilities

Is Sustainable Exploitation Possible ?Is Sustainable Exploitation Possible ?

Example : The State of North Sea Cod
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Catch Forecasts

Needed for management by TAC Needed for management by TAC 
Require good recruitment estimates (in order Require good recruitment estimates (in order 
to be sufficiently accurate)to be sufficiently accurate)
In practice require good (total) catchIn practice require good (total) catch--atat--age age 
data, VPA data, VPA andand good survey datagood survey data
Based on Catch Equation (like YPR)Based on Catch Equation (like YPR)
Using Using actualactual population numberspopulation numbers--atat--ageage
–– (not those calculated for an ideal cohort)(not those calculated for an ideal cohort)

Catch Forecast (mathematics)

Y(y) = P(y,a)F(y,a)[1- exp{-Z(y,a)}]
Z(y,a)

w (a)

where
P(y,r) = Recruits     (estimated from surveys)
P(y,a) = Survivors   (estimated by " tuned"  VPA)
F(y,a) = Current value (from VPA) 

(adjusted for any effect of management)

a=r

max

c∑
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Catch Forecast (pseudocode)

Use results for F & P (survivors) from VPAUse results for F & P (survivors) from VPA
•• (Use recruitment estimate for youngest age)(Use recruitment estimate for youngest age)

Adjust FAdjust F--atat--age (level & pattern) if necessaryage (level & pattern) if necessary
For each ageFor each age
–– Catch number : C(a) = F(a) PCatch number : C(a) = F(a) Pbarbar(a)(a)
–– Yield at age  :  Y(a) = C(a) wYield at age  :  Y(a) = C(a) wcc(a)(a)
–– Survivors (for SSB and future years): Survivors (for SSB and future years): 

P(y+1,a+1) = exp{P(y+1,a+1) = exp{--Z(y,a)} P(y,a)Z(y,a)} P(y,a)
Sum Y(a) over all agesSum Y(a) over all ages

N Sea Cod : catch forecast

136356Catch=108957SSB=Total

148215127732831.000.879.807
341840867048001.000.818.386

1718025873024252960.860.766.645
28353659434477129320.620.814.304
755283298233527636540.230.832.293

76997129889164650.050.641.082
26953906345500000.010.090.691

(weight)(numbers)(from VPA)
CatchCatchSSBPopulationMaturityF-at-ageWeightAge

ForecastForecastCurrentCurrentExpected
0.2M = 

Catch Forecast Spreadsheet
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Example : ICES WG Option Table

Catch forecast for 2003:

Basis: F(sq) = F(99–01) = 1.11; Landings (2002) = 76.6; SSB(2003) = 35.4. 
F(2003) Basis combined area IIIa IV (2003) VIId SSB(2004) 

0 0*Fsq 0 0 0 0 87.1 
0.11 0.1*Fsq 10.3 1.3 8.8 0.3 78.6 
0.22 0.2*Fsq 19.7 2.4 16.8 0.5 71.0 
0.33 0.3*Fsq 28.2 3.4 24.0 0.8 64.2 
0.44 0.4*Fsq 36 4.4 30.6 1.0 58.1 
0.55 0.5*Fsq 43.1 5.3 36.7 1.2 52.7 
0.65 Fpa =0.59*Fsq 49 6.0 41.7 1.3 48.3 
0.78 0.7*Fsq 55.7 6.8 47.4 1.5 43.5 
0.89 0.8*Fsq 61.2 7.5 52.1 1.7 39.6 
1 0.9*Fsq 66.2 8.1 56.3 1.8 36.1 
1.11 1*Fsq 70.9 8.6 60.3 1.9 33.0 

Weights in ‘000 t. 

ICES WG Assessment in 1998
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Example :  Long-term & Short-term 
Forecasts of Yield & Biomass

The TAC Treadmill

Precision Required : 10% (or better)Precision Required : 10% (or better)
Precision Attainable : 20% (at best)Precision Attainable : 20% (at best)
–– requires requires all three all three forms of dataforms of data
–– cost : cost : ££1 million per annum per stock ?1 million per annum per stock ?

Unattainable for many (most) stocksUnattainable for many (most) stocks
=> Precautionary TAC=> Precautionary TAC’’s (=> Trouble !)s (=> Trouble !)
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Management by TAC’s and 
Quotas

Facilitate (?) international negotiationsFacilitate (?) international negotiations
Difficult (expensive) to enforceDifficult (expensive) to enforce
–– ““Black FishBlack Fish”” : Unreported Landings: Unreported Landings
–– MisreportingMisreporting (by species or area)(by species or area)
–– DiscardsDiscards
–– Bycatches (in mixed fisheries)Bycatches (in mixed fisheries)

Do not directly affect fishing effortDo not directly affect fishing effort
Do not improve economic positionDo not improve economic position
May encourage a May encourage a ““race to fishrace to fish””

Management of Fishing Effort
(e.g. Days-at-sea)

Act directly on fishing effort (and mortality ?)Act directly on fishing effort (and mortality ?)
Do not require catch forecastsDo not require catch forecasts
OK in mixed fisheries (moreOK in mixed fisheries (more--oror--less)less)
Rough & readyRough & ready
Difficult to protect individual stocksDifficult to protect individual stocks
International negotiations more difficultInternational negotiations more difficult
May be the best blunt instrument availableMay be the best blunt instrument available
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Control of Fishing Effort

Avoids the TAC treadmillAvoids the TAC treadmill
Fewer problems withFewer problems with
–– black fish landingsblack fish landings
–– discards (mixed fisheries, etc)discards (mixed fisheries, etc)
–– fluctuations (recruitment)fluctuations (recruitment)
–– precautionary TACprecautionary TAC’’ss

Easier to enforce effectively ?Easier to enforce effectively ?

Technical Measures

limits on mesh size (protect young fish)limits on mesh size (protect young fish)
closed areas (juvenile or spawning)closed areas (juvenile or spawning)
–– preferable to protect juveniles !preferable to protect juveniles !

Affect size/age Affect size/age compositioncomposition of catchof catch
–– do do notnot limit total catch (or mortality)limit total catch (or mortality)

Not enough on their own (usually)Not enough on their own (usually)
Useful as part of a packageUseful as part of a package
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Decommissioning

Reduce effort by reducing fleet sizeReduce effort by reducing fleet size
Effective only if draconianEffective only if draconian
Need to buy out slack capacityNeed to buy out slack capacity
Expensive ...Expensive ...
Very difficult to target (at particular species)Very difficult to target (at particular species)
–– needs support by restrictive licensingneeds support by restrictive licensing
–– or effort controlor effort control

Provides Provides ““exitexit”” route for fishermenroute for fishermen

Taxation

Favoured by economic theory ...Favoured by economic theory ...
... but not by fishermen !... but not by fishermen !
May be applied toMay be applied to
–– EarningsEarnings
–– Landings (levy)Landings (levy)
–– Licences/Effort (charges)Licences/Effort (charges)
–– Fuel Oil ?Fuel Oil ?

May be a few political problems !May be a few political problems !
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Management : Summary

TACTAC’’s & Quotas : not working very wells & Quotas : not working very well
–– black fish, discards etcblack fish, discards etc
–– but may be better than nothingbut may be better than nothing

Technical Measures on their own are not Technical Measures on their own are not 
enoughenough
Effort control may be needed (desirable ?)Effort control may be needed (desirable ?)
All conservation measures affect earningsAll conservation measures affect earnings
–– need to look at bioneed to look at bio--economic effectseconomic effects


